Episode 2 – Season Review 2006 (Part 2)
Intro: Rich Reich, Keeping Up With The Race]
Race
[Intro:
Chris: Welcome to Sidepodcast. You’ve joined us right in the middle of our two-part
two part review of the 2006 season. I
recommend you check out part one, but if you’re determined to stick with us, you just need to know that Alonso
leads the championship but Schumacher is hot on his tail. We left off last time at Canada so we’ll pick up today with
the USA.
[Sweeper]
Chris: As is often the way, but much to Renault’s disgust, the Ferrari and Bridgestone combination found itself
stepping up a gear at the American circuit. Both the red cars were absolutely flying in qualifying and found
themselves at the front of the grid, with two stunned Renaults behind them, separated by an out of place
Barrichello. Nico Rosberg was penalised for not visiting the weigh-bridge
weigh bridge during qualifying, having all his times
stripped from him, and starting from the very back of the grid. Ouch. As the race started, all attention was on
Alonso’s fabulous start and Schumacher’s not so good start, and they turned into the first corner side by side.
Behind them, though, a scene of horror. Montoya nudged Raikkonen who nudged Heidfeld who somersaulted
somers
over
Button and the safety car came out. When it went back in, six laps later, nine of the starting cars had retired –
Montagny, Klien, Speed, Webber, Montoya, Heidfeld, Raikkonen, Button and Sato… in that order.
Me: Oops.
Chris: The rest of the race
ace was pretty straightforward, with Michael Schumacher taking a very convincing win over
team mate Massa. A much slower Alonso finished down in fifth, disappointing, but at least he finished. Only eight
others can say as much, meaning that all but one of the drivers that completed the race found themselves in the
points.
[Sweeper]
Chris: In the two weeks between the chaos of the USA Grand Prix and the sophistication of the French, three major
pieces of news emerged. Bridgestone would be the sole supplier of tyres for the 2007 season.
Me: Fair enough.
Chris: Juan Pablo Montoya announced to everyone, including a surprised Ron Dennis, that he was quitting Formula 1
in favour of a NASCAR drive.
Me: Boo!
Chris: And the qualifying format changed… again.
Me: Oh. What is it this time?
Chris: Uh, shorter time or something.
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Me: Is it now 15 minutes, then 15 minutes, and then… 15 minutes?
Chris: Sounds about right.
Me: Something like that. Okay. Just trying to keep up here.
Chris: Both of the Ferraris dominated
inated in qualifying, with Michael taking pole position. Alonso in the Renault was third
followed closely by both Toyotas, making the most of the Bridgestone advantage. Alonso found himself stuck behind
Massa, meaning that at least one second driver was doing
doing his job properly. Fisichella has been notoriously
unsupportive in terms of the team competition and helping out the championship leader. Perhaps he doesn’t want
to be a team player. Or perhaps he’s just not very good.
Me: I think maybe you’re confusingg the word unsupportive for useless.
Chris: My mistake.
Me: Reread it with useless. Fisichella was a bit useless. That would be much better.
Chris: De la Rosa, having taken over from the departed Montoya, spent his race hounding Webber. The Australian
had
ad tyre trouble though, visited the pit lane five times altogether and eventually retired. Another non-finish for
Webber.
Me: How many’s that now? He’s got a good strike rate, hasn’t he?
Chris: Both Toyotas led the race at some stage, but only due to pitting
pitting their cars later than everybody else, and Trulli
retired soon after. Both Honda’s joined him, compounding Button’s miserable season so far. Schumacher raced away
with an easy win, with Alonso managing to squeeze into second, but the French Renault fans
fa were left disappointed.
[Sweeper]
Chris: The second German Grand Prix, the official one saw everyone finding some kind of pace in qualifying.
Schumacher, as expected, drove a stunning lap, only to be ambushed by Kimi Raikkonen in the McLaren. Even Button
managed to pull a fourth out of his Honda, possibly thanks to a new wind tunnel back at HQ. Everyone was speeding
around the track and heading up and up the qualifying timesheets. Except for Renault,
Renault who had been forced to
redesign elements of the car due to an “illegal” mass damper system.
Me: Don’t get me started on the illegal mass damper system.
Chris: No, go on, start.
Me: Oh, don’t even get me started. Well, technically, it should be tuned mass damper if you’re being technical about
it. And as far as I can say, it’s a bit of a farce, isn’t it? I mean, you know, middle of the season.
Chris: Bad timing.
Me: Bad timing because there was a testing ban before it was announced.
Chris: And haven’t they had it for like a year or something?
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Me: It’s been running… well, I first heard about it in 2005. I think it was on the official Formula 1 website,
Formula1.com,
m, that would be Bernie’s website, drew a picture of it, explained what it was , explained how it worked,
explained why Renault were using it. So…
Chris: They were happy with it back then.
Me: They were happy with it then and nobody seemed to make a fuss,
fuss, and nobody questioned it over the winter,
nobody questioned it through the first part of the season. Apparently other teams were using it, some were having
more luck than others, and eventually it gets banned the week before the official summer testing ban.
b
Chris: When Ferrari aren’t doing very well.
Me: When Ferrari aren’t doing well, Renault were doing really well, and they don’t have any time to change their car
and I’m guessing because it’s been around for so long, it was quite integral to their performance
performance of their car. So, I’m
sure when Ferrari questioned it to the FIA, they expected them to lose a lot of performance and they timed it
perfectly, so that they would and it’s not very nice is it, basically.
Chris: Mean Ferrari’s.
Me: Mean, evil Ferrari’s.
Chris: So, Alonso only managed a disappointing seventh.
Me: Oh where were we? Sorry. Oh yea, some racing. Which race are we at? Carry on.
Chris: We’re in Germany. Raikkonen led the way to start with but suffered a long pit stop that handed
hand the lead to
Michael. After that, only his team mate could
c
keep up with him, and the rest wass a complete washout. Button
managed to retain his fourth position, whilst his team mate went up in flames at the side of the track. Other
retirements included, guess who…
Me: I’m gonna guess Webber.
Chris: Yep.
Me: Oh, do I get a point?
Chris: Yes, one more than he did. And
nd also de la Rosa, Heidfeld and Villeneuve who suffered quite a smash. Both
Midlands were later disqualified due to an attack of flexible wing syndrome.
Me: Ah, flexible wing syndrome.
Chris: Yes, do you want to explain what that is?
Me: Just, earlier on in the season, some teams notably, I think, BMW and Ferrari’s rear wings were seen to be
bending under load and I think
ink also the front wings were coming away from the bodywork.
Chris: Cheating?
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Me: Not for me to say. Bending under load, which I believe is against the rules and regulations, but it’s very hard to
determine exactly how wings are bending under load, and there
there were some photographs banding around at the
beginning of the season. Anyway, it kind of all got washed under the carpet by summer, so I guess it’s come back to
haunt Midland, at this late stage.
Chris: But not Ferrari.
Me: Not Ferrari, no. Ferrari are completely legal and doing nothing wrong with their illegal flexible wings.
[Sweeper]
Chris: Following Villeneuve’s heavy impact retirement at the German Grand Prix, he decided he wasn’t fit for driving
and was subsequently replaced by Robert Kubica. Villeneuve never returned. On to Hungary, Alonso had a little todo in free practice, gesticulating and brake-testing
brake testing Robert Doornbos and generally upsetting the stewards. They
handed him a 2 second penalty on his qualifying time, meaning the Spaniard started
started in a distant 15th. This could have
been disastrous for the championship fight, except that Schumacher was conveniently handed the exact same
penalty for overtaking under red flags during free practice.
Me: How convenient.
Chris: Schumacher started in 12th.
Me: I couldn’t have written the script better myself.
Chris: A wet but drying track meant choosing the tyres was difficult, and two cars spun
n just on parade laps alone. The
conditions meant that the start wass a complete washout, and Michael and Alonso raced past dozens of cars to find
themselves in fourth and sixth positions respectively.
Me: That was a great start by both Schumacher and Alonso. Their opening laps were absolutely awesome in that
weather. Unbelievable.
Chris: Guess who retired after
fter just one lap? Alonso passed Fisichella and soon did the same thing to Michael
Schumacher and the whole crowd cheered. Then it started to rain again. Jenson Button was happy enough to move
up to fifth and then zip past a Schumacher who was obviously struggling
struggling with grip. Fisichella moved
move up to have a go,
but Michael discovered some of his speed and denied
denie at least one of the Renaults. Cars were spinning and going
wide all over the place and then it stopped raining. Fisichella retired, followed by Rosberg,
Rosber Liuzzi and Raikkonen and
lastly, shock, horror, Alonso. Having been chased down by Button, and becoming aware of a certain Schumacher
picking up the pace, Alonso pushed harder than ever. Exiting his final pit stop, the race leader suffered
suffer an unusual
carr malfunction with bits falling off his wheels. Button leads. Britain holds its breath. Button wins. Britain faints.
Michael barely finished in the points, but it is no matter, because at least he finished.
o the season?
Me: Don’t tell me that was your favourite race of
[Sweeper]
Chris: With five races to go, the teams moved on to Turkey. The Ferrari’s qualified first, the Renaults
Renaul followed
behind, looking stronger by the day after the mass damper fiasco. A first lap incident involved Ralf Schumacher,
Fisichella, Raikkonen, Scott Speed, Sato and Monteiro, but only managed to finish the latter’s race.
race One lap later
Raikkonen hit some debris and went flying into the wall. There were
re overtaking manoeuvres left, right and centre,
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until Liuzzi spun off. The safety car came out and everyone went into the pits. Alonso emerged
emerge ahead of Michael
Schumacher and much to Renault’s relief, he stayed
stay there until the very end. For some reason Sato, who had left the
track during the first lap frenzy, came back out on track 15 laps behind everyone else,, and then retired again before
the end of the race. Odd.
Me: He was having a little outing.
Chris: Yea, just testing.
Me: See what it’s like.
Chris: Other than that, Massa stayed ahead of the Renault with Michael in third, and the rest of the points were
being shuffled around like playing cards. Button finished fourth, which is a step up from previous races, but nothing
compared to his win. Amazingly, Webber managed to complete all the laps.
[Cheer Sound Effect]
[Sweeper]
Chris: Before the Italian Grand Prix and almost overnight, Midland F1 was sold to Dutch car manufacturer Spyker,
with the new name of the team being Spyker MF1.
Me: When you say before
fore the Italian Grand Prix, you literally mean the night before the Italian Grand Prix. There
were guys turning up on the day of the race with Spyker stickers, and there they are sticking Spyker stickers over all
the MF1 stickers, but all their clothes, obviously
bviously they didn’t have time to resew any of their clothing, they still have
MF1 stickers on the back. And so, how do you know who they are? They don’t even know who they are.
Chris: Unorganised.
Me: Absolute chaos.
Chris: Alonso suffered another blow
w to his qualifying times, when the stewards decided that this weekend he was
guilty of holding up Massa and impeding his lap times.
Me: [Sighs]] I’m sorry, there wasn’t a big enough sigh there. [Sighs
[
again]
Chris: You don’t like that bit.
Me: I can’t believe that anyone… [More
More sighing]
sighing
Chris: It did look bad on the tapes.
Me: It’s just ridiculous.
Chris: He was miles away.
Me: That is unbelievable.
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Chris: The penalty this time was to be demoted to tenth position on the grid. Even Alonso was starting to get fed up
of it, and he was quoted as saying “I don’t consider F1 a sport anymore.” If the defending
defending world champion believes
that, is it any wonder we weren’t that bothered?
Me: I wasn’t bothered.
Chris: Raikkonen qualified ahead of Michael by a whisper and Heidfeld snuck into third in front of Massa. Alonso was
miserably down in tenth, but by the first corner he was already up two places. Kimi posted fastest lap after fastest
lap but lost it when Schumacher emerged
emerge from the pits ahead of him. Rosberg retired early, followed by de la Rosa
in the McLaren and for the second race in a row – Alonso. He made it up to third position but in a second bout of
unreliability, had engine trouble and quit the race. Michael wass free to take the lead, and cut
cu his rival’s once 26 point
lead down to just 2 points. You couldn’t script it better.
Me: Oh, I co… no, I couldn’t. You’re right.
Chris: You were gonna say you could then.
Me: I nearly thought I could have, but nah.
Chris: The only saving grace of a particularly rubbish race is that after taking the top spot on the podium,
Schumacher finally announced his retirement.
Me: [Contented Sigh]
[Sweeper]
Chris: The Chinese Grand Prix was a wet affair, meaning the Bridgestones were adversely affected. Michael
Mic
pulled
out all the stops to get into the top six in qualifying, and Massa was the second highest Bridgestone who could only
manage 13th. The team’s choice of tyres was kept a highly guarded secret until the very last minute – full wets or
intermediates. There wass talk of starting behind the safety car because it was wet, it wass staying wet and it looked
like it could get wetter. However, the lights went out,
out minus the safety car and for the first time in a few races,
everyone made it through the first corner safely. Coulthard decided on a one-stop
stop strategy and found
f
himself at
some point or other holding up every single other driver out there. Raikkonen, having started fifth, was on a charge
but found his engine didn’t like the damp, and so retired. Button lost places to almost everyone, having some
undetermined issue with his tyres. The worry was that other Michelin’s may face the same
ame problem, but Barrichello
visited the pits without a change, and so it seemed
seem to be only Button suffering. Alonso was building
b
up an enormous
lead, but his tyre strategy pretty much blew it for him, and he lost it in the pits. Schumacher sailed by and built up a
lead of his own. Damn those dry weather Bridgestones. Sato was disqualified after “accidentally” holding up Heidfeld
Heid
and allowing both Button and Barrichello to take higher positions. Still, he was only in 14th anyway.
[Sweeper]
Chris: The qualifying times for the Japanese Grand Prix would have led you to believe that this track highlights the
differences between constructors rather than drivers. The Ferraris held the front row together, Massa pipping
Schumacher at the very last minute, followed by Toyotas. Then Renaults, then Hondas, all team-mates
team
sat next to
each other. Once the race started, however, Schumacher overtook his team mate on the second lap, Alonso got
g a
good start going up a few places, whilst Fisichella fell
f behind. Neither Schumacher nor Alonso could make any
headway over the other. After two pit stops, Michael was still leading but his engine couldn’t take the strain and
gave out. Give Ferrari their
heir dues, though, Schumacher hadn’t
hadn’t had an engine failure since Indy ’05. That’s 90 races.
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Talk about poor timing though. Coulthard and Webber both retired
retire around the German,
an, with a certain Australian
running into the wall. Hey, come on now, be fair, he managed to finish the last three races.
Me: Okay.
Chris: Alonso took the win, with his team mate in third behind Massa. Button finished in fourth. At least he’s
consistent. The Renault’s seemed to have both championships sewn up.
[Sweeper]
Chris: The last race of the season found our teams in Brazil. Alonso qualified fourth, Schumacher back in tenth, so
the championship-decider
decider really wasn’t going to decide all that much at all. Massa was on pole being chased by a
win-hungry
hungry Raikkonen, and qualifying specialist Trulli sat plum in Alonso’s way in third. Webber crashed out on the
first lap. His bad luck makes me want to cry. The collision between him and team-mate
mate Rosberg meant
me
the safety car
was brought out.
Me: I would have to question whether it is all bad luck, but carry on.
Chris: Once it wass gone, both Toyotas suffered
suffer the same suspension problem and fellll out of the race within
moments of each other. Schumacher was
wa determined
termined to overtake the cars in front, but suffered
suffer a puncture for his
trouble. He emerged from the pit lane eighteenth. That’s last, by the way. By lap 25, the seven times world
champion wass closing in on Monteiro. Not really going out in style is it?
Me: Nope.
Chris: Several snazzy overtaking maneouvres, plus a clash of cars in the middle of the field, helped Schumacher make
it into the top ten. It seemed to me that a lot of the drivers were
re just getting out of his way, as a mark of respect,
including new Ferrari signing for 2007, Raikkonen.
Me: They did, they did but he did overtake a couple of the cars with genuine pizzazz, if you like. He made it look cool
on his last ever race.
Chris: Yea. There weren’t
ren’t enough laps for him to gain anymore places though, and the retiring superstar took fourth
place. Massa was first, Alonso second with Button completing the podium. Both driver and constructors
championships were
re secured by Renault, with Alonso being the man of the moment. All eyes were on Schumacher
as he waved goodbye to the sport he has dominated for the last however many years. He will be missed. But not by
me.
[Sweeper]
Me: So that’s the season. That was it. One whole year. One thing I need to bring up which you haven’t mentioned in
the review there is Massa’s green pants, which were quite hideous.
Chris: I did wonder why they let him wear them.
Me: They clashed with the red Ferrari.
Chris: Yea, I’ve never known any other Ferrari driver be allowed to wear anything other than red.
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Me: I think it was probably a first. And also, while we’re on the subject of dodgy overalls, what was Michael wearing
at Monaco?
Chris: It was red.
Me: And yellow. And absolutely vile. That shouldn’t have been allowed. Absolutely not.
Chris: So, Ferrari are very good at what they do and should stick to racing rather than fashion design.
Me: Just, do not buy any Ferrari clothes, that’s my advice. And if you do, don’t mix red with green.
Chris: Or yellow. I have to say, despite all the calls of scripting and fixing,
fixing, there seemed to be a lot more overtaking
and switching of places, which is what people want.
Me: That’s true. It was quite a convenient season, especially if you are Bernie and you need to find a little bit of
excitement and a down to the wire championship
champion
is a little bit convenient.
Chris: Yea, it was over the top.
Me: It was genuinely a good season though, it seemed to be a better season than the year before. So yes, I agree.
Chris: I’m still not convinced that I like the qualifying, but you seemed to think it’s better.
Me: It’s not as good as the old qualifying system, which I quite liked. Whereby people just…
Chris: The one lap?
Me: No, sorry, the, maybe, however long ago it was, maybe ten years ago?
Chris: I wouldn’t remember that.
Me: No, whereby basically anyone just got in the car and drove round as fast as you could. And they used to have
really cool things at the end, whereby you’d have Mika Hakkinen against Schumacher and it’d be down to the very
last, last, last, last, last ever second
d of the last possible second of qualifying, it was absolutely brilliant.
Chris: You like that kind of thing.
Me: Yea, and then they ruined it with one lap. Because the cars used to hide in the garages for ages and not come
out and the fans got bored. Onee lap was diabolical. And then they replaced it with this one which is okay, it’s not the
best but it’ll do. I can live with it. If only Renault came out a bit sooner. Don’t leave it to the last minute people. I
thought it was kind of interesting, the way the paddock reacted to Michael Schumacher’s parking at Monaco.
Chris: Oh, the smiling.
Me: The smiling?
Chris: Yea, I saw some smiling.
Me: Did ya?
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Chris: I’m sure I did.
Me: I didn’t see any smiling. It’s just, obviously, he’s had previous incidents which might be construed as cheating.
Chris: Is that incidents in quotes?
Me: That’s incidents, plural. In virtual quotes if you like, but definitely plural. Whereby, you know, he’s driven
somebody off the track or nearly killed somebody inadvertently, by mistake. And nobody has said anything, you
know, the corporate world of F1 just sort of sits and goes, that’s Michael Schumacher. He tried to drive someone off
the road again. Not a problem. And suddenly, at Monaco, for no reason whatsoever, almost unexpectedly…
unex
Chris: It was a problem.
Me: Everyone just exploded. Everyone was up in arms, and I’m not entirely sure where that came from. It’s a
surprise that somebody stood up and had an opinion in Formula 1.
Chris: Could it be because they weren’t champions anymore?
Me: Maybe. It could well be that. Yes, I don’t know.
Chris: Maybe they don’t hold the power that they used to.
Me: Maybe they were just hoping he was going to bugger off. I don’t know.
Chris: Weren’t we all?
Me: It was just an interesting turn of events. Rarely happens in Formula 1, someone with opinions, and somebody
speaks out and says something controversial. I like it.
[Sweeper]
Chris: So, that’s my season review.
Me: Oi!
Chris: Next year’s going to be interesting to say the least, stay tuned for all the news in 2007. Check out the website
www.sidepodcast.com for information about the show and dailyf1blog.blogspot.com [no
[no longer relevant]
relevant for all the
latest news.
[Out: Rich Reich,, Keeping Up With The Race]
Race
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